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Overview:  

Computer network technicians establish, 

operate, maintain and co-ordinate the use 

of local and wide area networks (LANs and 

WANs), mainframe networks, hardware, 

software and related computer equipment; 

supervisors of computer network technicians 

are included in this group.  

 

People in this occupation also: 

 set up and maintain internet and intranet 

websites and web server hardware and 

software, and monitor network 

connectivity and performance 

 should be flexible, creative and skilled at 

problem-solving 

 should also have good interpersonal skills 

in order to communicate technical 

problems and work effectively with both 

IT personnel, such as programmers and 

other operators and non-IT personnel 

 

Computer network technicians  may 

perform some or all of the following 

duties: 

 

 Maintain, troubleshoot and 

administer the use of local area 

networks (LANs), wide area networks 

(WANs), mainframe networks, 

computer workstations, connections 

to the Internet and peripheral 

equipment 

 Evaluate and install computer 

hardware, networking software, 

operating system software and 

software applications 

 Operate master consoles to monitor 

the performance of computer 

systems and networks and to co-

ordinate access and use of computer 

networks 

 

 

 
   

Work Environment  

Computer network 

technicians usually work a 

regular 40-hour week, 

however, they may be 

required to be on call for 

rotating evening or weekend 

work if computer support 

over extended hours is 

required. Overtime or work 

outside regular office hours 

may be necessary when 

unexpected technical 

problems arise or when 

large-scale maintenance 

requires shut down of the 

system. 

 

Computer network 

technicians typically work in 

offices and server rooms. 

Workers employed by 

companies that provide 

contract services can spend 

much of their day travelling 

to clients' offices. 

 

Insights from Industry 

 

Expanding networks, such as 

those for wireless and 

broadband Internet, are 

increasing the demand for 

associated technical 

occupations.  

 

Opportunities for computer 

network technicians should 

continue to increase as 

businesses increasingly need 

help to manage, upgrade, 

and customize complex 

computer systems.  

 

 

 

  

 
Education, training and 

qualifications 
 

Computer Network Technicians 

generally must complete a 

diploma or certificate program 

in computer science, network 

administration, web 

technology or a related field. 

Employers may also require a 

certificate of training for some 
types of software or hardware. 

Completion of a diploma 

program and at least two 

years of industry work 

experience can lead to 

certification as a Computer 

Applications or Data 

Communications Technologist 

(AScT) with the Applied 

Science Technologists and 

Technicians of British Columbia 
(ASTTBC). 

Completion of a certificate 

program and at least two 

years of industry work 

experience can lead to 

certification as a Technician 
(CTech) with ASTTBC. 

Certification is not mandatory, 

but it typically helps to 
increase employment   

Earnings Range: 

 

 $15.79-$100+ per hour 

 Median $25 per hour 

 $53,000 - $66,000/year 

 

Workforce Characteristics: 

 

 In BC 7300 workers are 

employed in this sector, 

with 69% working full-time. 

 81% are male, 19% are 

female 

 6% are 15-24 years  

 59% are 25-44 years  

 34% are 45-64 years  

 1% are 65 + 
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